Pain relief for healthcare data centers
HPE SimpliVity pocket guide
Legacy IT systems can be difficult to manage and grow. Over time, the
siloed systems can make infrastructures more complex, more costly, and
harder to upgrade.

HPE SimpliVity hyperconverged infrastructure
Hyperconverged infrastructures streamline IT operations by combining IT infrastructure and advanced data services into a single, integrated solution at a fraction
of the cost of traditional offerings. This award-winning hyperconverged solution offers the industry’s most complete guarantee.

HPE SimpliVity HCI is engineered specifically
to run virtualized applications

Simple VM-centric management

Game-changing data efficiency

Built-in, end-to-end data protection

What is HPE SimpliVity?

How does it work?

A true hyperconverged solution consolidates servers, storage, networking, and
data services into a simple, scalable building block. See how HPE SimpliVity
converges the entire IT stack into a single node.

The interface is extremely easy to use. See how you can back up and restore
VMs in seconds.

3-minute video

3-minute demo

HCI solutions provide relief to IT organizations

10:1

reduction in data center devices1

69%

decrease in TCO1

52:1
reduction in storage1

53%

increase in staff productivity1

HPE SimpliVity and HyTrust

HPE has validated HPE SimpliVity interoperability with
the HyTrust platform. Learn about the HIPAA‑compliant
data security solution.
Download the white paper

How HCI can offer pain relief

Healthcare customers like these rely on HPE SimpliVity
to refresh aging infrastructures, simplify operations,
and protect critical data.
Read the blog

Mental Health Center of Denver saves $800K with HCI

MHCD needed to modernize their data center and speed up their SQL database. They compared market leaders and chose
HPE SimpliVity hyperconverged infrastructure. The IT Director shares the story in his own words.
Read the story

Neil Medical Group protects data

The pharmacy services provider needed to refresh its legacy IT infrastructure, simplify operations and improve data protection for
critical applications. They saw a 25% increase in application performance with HPE SimpliVity, and as much as 137:1 data efficiency.
Read the story
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